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Preliminary microlander design

Abstract

Requirements

To improve the characterization of Martian global circulation,
ideally a large fleet of microlanders would be deployed on Mars to
provide global ground truth pressure measurements.
Previous proposals for such networks such as NetLander have

typically proposed a relatively small number (<10) of traditional high
reliability, high cost landers be deployed with precision landings.
Recent developments1 in Interplanetary CubeSats and Thin‐Film
Spacecraft/Lander/Rovers (TF‐SLRs) suggest a new approach with
100s‐1000s of microlanders might now be viable at relatively low
cost.

Minimum requirements for the hourly collection of scientific
useful data are defined by Habele and Catling2. Increasing the
cadence of measurements to once per second could permit the
search for dust devils and the characterization of near‐surface
turbulence3.
The proposed instrument set would be minimal and include:
‐ Pressure sensor
‐ Temperature sensor
‐ Humidity sensor (optional)

The microlanders should be distributed spatially as widely as
possible in latitude and longitude. Data should be returned to earth
via existing CCSDS compatible infrastructure.

The preliminary mission concept envisages the deployment of one
or more Interplanetary CubeSat motherships into a suitable initial
Mars orbit in a similar configuration as the NASA/JPL‐Caltech MarCo
CubeSats4 that will be supporting the Insight Lander in 2018.
Each mothership would be a 6U CubeSat (10x20x30cm, <10kg)
with a PocketSpacecraft.com TF‐SLR microlander deployer with at
least one hundred TF‐SLR microlanders that can be individually
released and are capable of a non precision landing on the surface
from orbit.
The mothership would have an propulsion system capable of
adjusting the orbit of the mothership sufficiently to ensure a wide
distribution of microlanders around the planet.

The microlanders dispensed by the Interplanetary CubeSat orbiter
would be based on the PocketSpacecraft.com Scout TF‐SLR. These are
small (8cm diameter, <50um thick) very low mass (<1g) devices based
on a polyamide substrate to which avionics and instruments are
printed or bonded.
Each Scout can have up to 1W of high performance solar cells
integrated on both sides of the device, a high performance system on
a chip with integrated UHF radio transceiver, compute and up to 4GB
of storage.
Instruments would be based on high performance COTS devices in
bare die form, each with a mass <<1g which would be integrated with
the core Scout electronics.
The microlanders would be autonomous and batch relay data to the
orbiter when suitable communication opportunities are available.

PocketSpacecraft.com Scout Thin‐Film Spacecraft/Lander/Rover

Future work
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Although this is a very early stage concept, the major elements of
the system are currently being built to support other missions due to
be launched and obtain TRL9 in 2016. The next major work to be
performed will be to implement a high fidelity breadboard of a
candidate microlander with the appropriate instrument set, and to
demonstrate its ability to operate and collect scientifically useful data
in an analogue Mars environment on Earth.
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Preliminary orbiter concept

Once the microlanders have been deployed, the mothership would
switch from deployment mode to communications relay and
navigation mode and communicate directly with the landers from
orbit using UHF, relaying these communications back to earth using X‐
band via the Deep Space Network. In addition the orbiter would use
the microlanders UHF beacon to identify the position of microlanders
with 0.5km or better precision.


